
So you want to identify and 
nurture high performers?
Fasten your seatbelts!

by Will Lewis



 Hey, I'm Will

Senior Engineering Manager

Now

Head of Engineering

Engineering Manager



🥅 What do we want to achieve?

1⃣  What constitutes a high performer?

2⃣  How can you achieve alignment & clarity on what high performance is?

3⃣  What can you do to fast track an individuals' performance?



💻 What does it take to be a 
successful software engineer?

Someone who writes code?



Someone who battles with bugs?



The better question is..

What does it take to be a successful software engineer?

..in your organisation



The what?
What does a great engineer at your company do.. 

Day to day?

Week to week?



Categorise..

 📐 Design & Architecture

 🐛🔫 Debugging & Troubleshooting

 ⚒ Developer Experience



The how?

What approach do great engineers take



Examples of ‘how’

 💬 Communication

 🏢 Commercial Awareness

 ⚖ Coaching and Leadership



How can you achieve alignment 
& clarity on what high 
performance looks like?

Your team should be clear on how to progress.



Alignment

begins with

Involvement







🧠 Remember



A shared view



How can you build further 
clarity?

🎚 Levels 1, 2, 3, 4.. Junior, Mid, Senior..

💼 Roles Product Engineer, Security, SRE..

🏘 Departments Growth, Integrations, R&D, ..



🗺 You may end up with a map like this



⚡ Fast-tracking an individual's 
performance

Providing a tailored environment





🔱 What can a tailored plan look 
like?

 1⃣ Deep dive into strengths & weaknesses

2⃣ Understand your engineers' aspirations

 3⃣ Tie goals back to your map
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Regular check-ups



🚀 Highlight Opportunities



🎸 Finally, beware of creating 'Rockstar 
Programmers'



🙏 Thank you

Good luck & all the best!

wrjlewis


